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CUT LOCI OF POINTS AT INFINITY

GEORGE M. LEWIS

In a G-space R if B is a co-ray to A then the union of
all co-rays to A that contain B is either a straight line
or a co-ray to A maximal in that it is properly contained in
no other co-ray to A. In the latter case, the initial point of
the maximal co-ray is a copoint to A. The concept of co-point
is an analogue to that of minimum point in a sense made
precise. On certain non-compact G-surfaces of finite connec-
tivity, including those with non-positive curvature, we charac-
terize the locus of co-points to a given ray and obtain bounds
for the number of components of this locus, the number of
co-rays emanating from a co-point and the number of co-points
that are origins of more than two co-rays.

1* Introduction* A G-space can be described as a metric space
any two of whose points can be joined by a segment, and in which
any segment may be prolonged uniquely to a geodesic. The theory of
G-spaces is found in Busemann [1] hereafter quoted as GG*

In a G-space, as in a Riemannian space, a minimum point m of
a point p may be defined as a point for which no segment T(p, m)
can be prolonged beyond m. We shall be concerned with the analog
to m when p lies at infinity in the sense made precise below.

A co-ray B from a point p to a ray A is the limit of a con-
verging sequence of segments T(pn, zn) where pn —• p and zn tends
to infinity on A. Obviously B is also a co-ray to any ray con-
tained in or containing A as a sub-ray. Furthermore, the limit of a
converging sequence of co-rays to a ray A is likewise a co-ray to A.
Less trivial is the fact (see GG, p. 136) that the co-ray to A from
any point of B other than p is unique and a sub-ray of B.

Given a ray A in a straight space and a co-ray B to A, the
union of all co-rays to A containing B is an asymptote to the oriented
straight line containing A as a positive sub-ray. In an arbitrary
non-compact G-space such a union is either an oriented straight line,
any positive sub-ray of which is a co-ray to A, or it is a co-ray to
A that is not a proper sub-ray of any co-ray to A. This leads to the
following terminology in non-compact G-spaces.

DEFINITION 1. Given a ray A in a G-space
(a) An asymptote to A is an oriented straight line any positive

sub-ray of which is a co-ray to A.
(b) A maximal co-ray to A is a co-ray to A that is not a proper

sub-ray of any co-ray to A.
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(c) A co-point to A is the origin of a maximal co-ray to A. We
denote by C(A) the set of co-points to A.

A point pM at infinity in a G-space is a maximal set of rays such
that a co-ray to one ray in p^ is a co-ray to each ray in p^. For
A, Bep^, C(A) = C(B); hence the locus of co-points depends only on
Pn. Nevertheless it is convenient to retain the notation C(A). The
concept of co-point is thus a natural analog to the concept of minimum
point in the finite case.

The study of C(A) was initiated by Nasu [4, 5,6], who by "asymp-
tote" means "maximal co-ray or asymptote" and uses "asymptotic
conjugate point" instead of "co-point".

It is our purpose to extend and clarify much of Nasu's work.
In § 6 we characterize C(A) on certain G-surfaces of finite connectivity
(including those with nonpositive curvature) obtaining bounds for the
number of components of C(A), the number of co-rays emanating from
a point and the number of points that are origins of more than two
co-rays to A.

2. Preliminaries* This section consists of results used in later
proofs. We begin with a proposition of Nasu [4].

PROPOSITION 2. Given a ray A in a G-space and a point pe
C(A), there exists for each δ > 0 a positive ε ̂  δ such that each co-ray
to A with origin exterior to S(p, δ) fails to intersect S(p, ε). In par-
ticular, there is an ε' > 0 such that no asymptote to A intersects
S(p, e').

Proof. Otherwise there is a δ > 0 and a sequence pn~*p such
that each pn lies on a co-ray Bn to A whose origin q% & S(p, δ).

There is an index N such that ppn < δ/2 for n^ N. Thus for
n^ N, qnpn ^ qnp - ppn > δ/2. Choose qf

n e Bn such that {qnq'nPn) and
QnPn = δ/i. The co-ray B'n from q'n to A is unique and a sub-ray of Bn.
A sub-sequence of B'n converges to a co-ray B to A containing p in
its interior—a contradiction.

What follows is a modification of a theorem of Busemann [2, p. 18].

PROPOSITION 3. For each x e S(p, pQ) let a ray A(x) with origin
x be defined which depends continuously on x. If the spheres K(p, p),
0 < p < p(p), are not contractible then, for some xe S(p, p0), x Φ p
and pe A(x).

Proof. Let 0 < δ < min (p0, p(p)). A(p) intersects K = K(p, δ)
in exactly one point w the antipode of which on K we denote by w'.

Let u e A(p) with up = δ/2. The projection P of S(u, δ/4) on K
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by segments from p is a proper sub-set of K and in particular does
not include w'

For 0 < ε < δ, let Kε = (p, ε). Let V = {A(v):veKε} and let z(t,
v) represent A(v) with z(0, v) — v. Choose a > 0 so small that for
veV, z(δ/2, v) 6 S(u, δ/4) and T(z(δ/2, v), v) lies in S(p, δ).

If z(tδ/2, v) Φ p for 0 ^ t ^ 1, define vt by (pz(tδ/2, v)vt) and vtp = δ.
For t = 0 we have (pw0) and iί pe V then v0 traverses ϋΓ as v

traverses Ke. For t = 1 we have (pz(d/2} v)vt) and «(δ/2, v) 6 S(w, δ/4).
Hence ^ e P.

The point z(tδ/2, v) depends continuously on both t and v. Thus
if p g V then ^ defines a deformation of iΓ onto a proper sub-set of
itself This in turn can be deformed to a point thus contradicting
the non-contractibility of K.

It follows that pe V yet pg Kε which proves the assertion.
Although it is not presently known whether the non-contractibility

of small spheres holds in general, it is shown in Busemann [2] to
hold in finite dimensional G-spaces.

The set C(A) is not necessarily closed (see Nasu [4]). In the
event that C(A) is closed we have the following:

PROPOSITION 4. Let A be α ray in a G-space R such that C(A)
is closed. Let xn—+x0 where xn and x0 lie on maximal co-rays to A.
If xf

n and x'o are the co-points to A determined by xn and x0 respec-
tively f then xf

n —> x'o.

Proof. We show first that the sequence x\ is bounded. Otherwise
there is a sub-sequence xf

m such that #m#m—* °° Then there are, for
sufficiently large m, co-rays Bm to A containing xm whose initial points
qm satisfy xox'o + 2 > xmqn > xox'o + 1.

Since qm is bounded, a sub-sequence Bi of Bm converges to a co-
ray BQ to A containing xQ with initial point qQ satisfying xQqQ ̂  xQx°, +
1. This, however, is impossible since x[ e C(A). Therefore x'n is bounded.

If xf

n does not converge to x[ then there is a sub-sequence x) of
x'n and a δ > 0 such that each x) & S(x'Gy δ). Let H3- be a maximal co-
ray to A containing χj9 Since xn is bounded, a sub-sequence Hh of
Hd converges to a co-ray H to A containing xQ. Hence the corresponding
sequence x'k of co-points converges to the initial point of H which,
since C(A) is closed, must be x'o—a contradiction.

We conclude this section with the following separation property.

PROPOSITION 5. Let A be a ray. The complement of C(A) has
no bounded component, and no compact, sub-set of C(A) separates the
space.
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Proof. Let p $ C{A) and let B be the co-ray from p to A. Then
B Π C(A) — 0 and the component determined by p contains B.

Suppose a compact sub-set K of C(A) separates the space R. Then
all points of A — {p} lie in the same component of R — K. Let p
lie in a different component. Consider a sequence xn on A with 2%e% —•
oo such that a sequence of segments T(p, xn) converges to a co-ray
B from p to A. Each T(p, xn) intersects K in a point ?/w, and, since
K is compact, iΓ contains an accumulation point y0 of yn. It follows
that yQeKΠ B which is impossible.

3* The universal covering surface* While the preceding section
concerned arbitrary G-spaces the remainder of this article is concerned
with G-surfaces. In this section we generalize results of Nasu [5, 6]
proved under the stronger hypothesis of nonpositive curvature.

A tube in a G-surfaee R is a closed domain bounded by a geodesic
polygon P and homeomorphic to a disk punctured at one point. A
ray A in R is said to ultimately lie in a tube T if A or some sub-
ray of A lies in T.

THEOREM 6. Let R be a G-space surface and A a ray in R. If the
universal covering surface R is straight and if A ultimately lies in
a tube T then the number of co-rays to A from any point p is finite.

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that the initial point
q of A is on P, the polygon bounding T, and is the only point in
which A intersects P. Assume further that p is exterior to T. Let
λ = length of P, 7 = max {px: xe P) and 0 < ε < pP. Consider the
class of oriented geodesic polygons of the form T(q, p) U T(p, x) U
T(x, z) U T(z, q) w h e r e T(q, p) i s f i x e d , zeA - {q} a n d xe S(p, s ) . W e
show that the class of such polygons determines only a finite number
of homotopy classes in R.

Given such a polygon, there is a last point y in which T(x, z)
intersects P. Because T is homeomorphic to a punctured disk, there
is a sub-arc P'(q, y) of P from q to y such that p'(q, y) U T(y, z) U
T(z, q) is null homotopic. It follows that T(q, p) U T(p, x) U T{x, z) U
T(z, q) is homotopic to T(q, p) U T(p, x) U T(x, y) U P'{y, q).

Fix peR over p, and hence fix T(q, p) over T(qy p). Let T(p, x)
be the unique segment from p over T(p, x), T{x, y) the unique segment
from x over T{x, y) and P'{y, q*) the unique geodesic polygon from
y over P'(y, q). The end-point q* of P'(y, q) then lies over q and
pq^px + xy + length Pf(y, q) — px + xy + length P'(y, q) ̂  px + px +
py + λ < 2ε + 7 + λ.
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The point g* so construted are in one-to-one correspondence with
the number of homotopy classes determined by the above class of
geodesic polygons and are finite in number since they are all interior
to S(p, 2ε + 7 + λ).

Let xn —>p and let zne A — {q} be a sequence with qzn —• oo#

Assume without loss of generality that xnp < ε. Let Γu " ,Γk be
the homotopy classes determined by the geodesic polygons T(q, p) U
Γ(p, xn) U T{x%, zn) U T(zn, q) where T(q, p) is fixed, and let qlf ., qk e
R over q be constructed as above. The end-points zn of the unique
geodesic polygons from p over T(p, xn) U T(xn, zn) then lie on one of
the rays Al9 , Ak over A originating from qly , qk.

If T(xn, zn) converges to a co-ray B to A then B is the image of
a co-ray B from p to one of the rays Au , Ak. Since R is straight,
the co-ray from p to any given ray is unique and the theorem follows.

We saw in the preceding proof that given pe R over p, the
co-rays from p to A are the images of the co-rays from p to certain
rays Al9 •••, Ak over A. The following tells us that the choice of
Ai is, to an extent, uniform.

THEOREM 7. (Nasu [5]). Under the hypothesis of (6), if the asym-
ptote relation in R is transitive and the co-rays from p to A are
images of co-rays from pe R to rays Aly , Am over A then there is
a positive βp < p(p)/2 such that each co-ray to A from x e S(p, βp) is
the image of a co-ray from xe S(p, βp) over x to one of the rays Aιf

* * , Λ W

Proof. Assume otherwise. There is then a sequence pn—*p with
ppn < min (ρ(p)/2, pP/2) such that each pn is the origin of a co-ray
Bn to A which is not the image of a co-ray from pn e S(p, p(p)/2) over
pn to any of the rays Al9 * ATO.

Assume without loss of generality that the co-rays Bn converge
to a co-ray B from p to A. Let τ» = max {pnx: xe P}. Each Bn is
the image of a co-ray from pn to a ray A'n over A with initial point
q'n satisfying pnq'n ^ Ίn + λ (since ε in the proof of (6) can be made
arbitrarily small). Also j n <̂  7 + ppn hence pq'n ^ p^% + pq'n ^ ppπ +
7 + 2>2\ + λ = 7 + λ + 2ppn. It follows that there are only a finite
number of distinct points q'n We can therefore assume, by selecting
an appropriate sub-sequence, that each Bn is the image of the co-ray
from pn to A Φ Al9 , Am over A.

B is then the image of the co-ray B from p to A. B is also a
co-ray to one of the rays Ai9 say Ax. It follows from the transitivity
(and implied symmetry) of the asymptote relation that A and Άx are
co-rays to each other. Then Bn is a co-ray to A ra contradiction.
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We note that an example due to Busemann {GG, pp. 265-66) shows
the hypothesis that A ultimately lie in a tube to be essential.

COROLLARY 8. Under the hypothesis of (7), if pe C(A) then p is
the origin of at least two co-rays to A. Furthermore, C(A) is closed.

Proof. Assume that the co-ray B from p e C(A) to A is unique.
It follows from (7) that the co-ray from each x e S(p, βp) is unique.
By (3) there is an x e S(p, βP) such that x Φ p and p lies on the co-
ray from x to A—a contradiction.

On the other hand if p & C(A) then the co-ray from p to A is
unique and is thus unique for each x e S(p, βp). Hence S(p, βp) ΓΊ C(A) =
0 and the complement of C(A) is open.

4* The local structure of C(A). In this section we describe the
local topological structure of C(A). As in the previous section our
results generalize results of Nasu [5, 6].

LEMMA 9. Under the hypothesis of (7), if peC(A) then there is
d ΊP > 0 such that no point of S(p, Ίp), with the possible exception of
p, is the origin of more than two co-rays to A.

Proof. Choose yp > 0 such that ΊP < βp, no asymptote to A
intersects S(p, yP) and S(p9 Ίp) is homeomorphic to the closed unit
disk in E2. Denote by Bh 1 ̂  i ^ m, the maximal co-rays to A from
p and by α̂  the intersection of Bi with K(p, yP) = {x\px = yp). Let
the indexing be such that xi+ί follows xt where xm+ί — xx. The
points xt partition K{p, yp) into sub-arcs Ki9 1 ̂  i ^ m, where Ki
has end-points a?< and xi+ι. These arcs with the co-rays Bt partition
S(p, 7P) into closed simply connected regions Dl9 , Dm with non-
empty mutually disjoint interiors such that each Z^ is bounded by
Bζ Π S(p, 7,), jfiΓ^and Bi+ί n S(p, ΎP).

Choose peR over p. Since yp < βp ^ p(p)/2, the covering map
sends S(p, yp) isometrically onto S(p, yp). Let 5< with initial point
p lie over B^ B{ is then a co-ray to a ray At over A. S(p, yp) is
partitioned into closed simply connected regions D{ over Dι where
Dt is bounded by Bi Π S(p, 7P), Ki over K{ and Bi+ι n S(p, yp).

For each x e S(p, Ίp) a co-ray from x to A is the image of a co-ray
from x e S(p, yp) over x to one of the rays Ai9 1 f* i ^ m. Since R
has a transitive and hence symmetric asymptote relation, we can say
that a co-ray from a; to A is the image of the co-ray from x to one of
the rays Bi9 1 ̂  i ^ m.

Consider x e Di9 x Φ p. We assert that if ΊP is sufficiently small
then any co-ray from x to A is the image of the co-ray from x e Dι
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over x to one of the rays Bt or Bi+1. Assume otherwise and fix yp <
βp. There is then a sequence of points xn—>p in the interior of D{

such that each xn is the origin of a co-ray Hn to A where Hn is the
image of Hn, the co-ray from xneD over xn to some Bh j Φ i, i + 1
(we can assume without loss of generality that each Hn is a co-ray
to the same Bs). A sub-sequence of the Hn then converges to Bj
which is impossible since B{ (J Bi+1 separates Bj from each Hn. The
assertion thus follows and hence the lemma

Continuing in this manner, we prove the following result.

THEOREM 10. Let R be a Gsurface and A a ray in R. If R is
straight and has a transitive asymptote relation, and if A ultimate-
ly lies in a tube, then for each p e C(A) there is a closed region V
containing p in its interior that is homeomorphic to a closed disk D
in such a way that p corresponds to the center of D and C(A) Π V to
the union of a number of radii of D equal to the number of co~rays
from p to A.

Proof. We begin where the proof of (9) ends. Each xe K{ deter-
mines a unique co-point φ(x) to A. It follows from (4) that the map
φ: Ki—+ Φ(Ki) is continuous.

On Ki choose yt so close to x{ that no point of the sub-arc K(xi9

2/ί) of Ki joining xt and y^ is a co-point to A and so that L{ — φ[K(xi9

y^] is, with the exception of p = φ(Xi), interior to D^ This is possible
since φ is continuous and C(A) is closed.

Let yi 6 Di lie over yt and K(xi9 yj) over K{xh y ) be the subarc
of Ki joining xt and y{. By (7) if yi if chosen sufficiently close to xt

then the co-ray from each x e K(xi9 yt) to Bt lies over a co-ray to A.
Let Hi be the co-ray from φ{y^ over φ{y^ to Bt. Then Ht lies over
a co-ray to A from φ{y^.

φtyi) is the origin of exactly two maximal co-rays to A. Let Ui
denote the remaining maximal co-ray to A. Since Hi is the co-ray
from φ(yt) to Bif the ray £7i over Z74 from φ{y^ is a co-ray to Bi+1.

Denote by Zi the intersection of Ui with K{. The choice of ^
guarantees that z{^ K(x{, y^. Let K(zi9 xi+1) be the sub-arc of K*
joining z{ and xi+ι. It follows that K(xh yt) and K(zi9 xi+1) have no
points in common. Let x be an interior point of K(xi9 y^. φ{x) is
the origin of exactly two maximal co-rays to A. If φ(x) e Di lies
over φ(x) then the co-ray Hx from φ(x) to Bi and the co-ray Ux from
φ(x) to Bi+ι lie over the maximal co-rays to A from φ(x). yi was
chosen so that Ux cannot intersect K(xi9 yt). Neither can Ux intersect
Bif Bi+l9 Hi or Ui. Ux must then intersect K(z9 xi+1) over K(zh xi+1)
and Ux intersects K(zi9 %i+1). It follows that φ restricted to K(xh yt)
is one-to-one and Li = φ[K(xif y^] is an arc joining p and φ(yi).
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We know that each xe Li is the origin of exactly two maximal
co-rays to A. One of these, Hx, intersects K(xh y4) and the other,
Ux, intersects K(zif xi+1). With x e Li associate σ(x) = Ux Π K(zif xi+1).
The continuity of the map σ: Li —> K(ziy xi+1) can be shown by a
standard argument. o(L^} is then a connected sub-set of K(zi9 xi+1)
that contains both zi and xi+1. Thus σ(Li) = K(zi9 xi+1) and Li =
φ[K{Zi, xi+1)].

Consider the closed region F* bounded by Bi Π S(p, 7P), K(xiy Vi),
Hi n S(p, 7,), Ui n S(p, 7,), K(zif xi+1) and Bi+1 f] S(p, ΎP). F< Π C(A) =
I/; and F = FtU ••• U F w is then the desired closed region.

We note that since 7P > 0 can be arbitrarily small we can find
such a V contained in any neighborhood of p. This implies that C(A)
is locally arc-wise connected and that the arc-wise connected com-
ponents of C(A) are closed in C(A) and hence are closed in R.

We conclude this section with some remarks on the applicability
of the preceding results.

A G-surface R of finite connectivity can be regarded as a subspace
of a compact manifold M of finite genus 7. As such, it is obtained
from M by excluding a finite number of points a^ There are simple
closed pairwise disjoint geodesic polygons P4 in R each of which bounds
a closed region Mi in M homeomorphic to a disk and containing ai9 but
no other a,, in its interior. The set Tt = Mi — {αj is then a tube in R.

Each ray in R must ultimately lie in one of the tubes T{ and
the preceding results apply to the extent that the universal covering
surface has the appropriate properties. For example, if R has convex
capsules then the universal covering surface R is straight. If in addi-
tion R has the divergence property then the asymptote relation is
transitive. In particular this is the case when R has nonpositive
curvature (see GG, pp. 249-50).

5* The covering map and the co-ray relation* In view of (7) it
is natural to ask when a co-ray to A in R over A lies over a co-ray to A
in R. In this section we present some partial answers to this question
primarily for use in establishing our principal results in the following
section.

Let R be a G-surface whose universal covering surface R is
straight and let A with origin q be a ray in R which ultimately lies
in a tube T. Fix p in R and A in R over A with origin q. It can
be seen from the proof of (β), by applying covering motions of R to
the rays A{ if necessary, that if B is a co-ray from p to A then there
is a sequence xn —> p, a sequence zn on A with qzn —> co and a sequence
of segments Γ(α?Λ, zn) —> B such that if zn on A lies over zn then the
segments T(xn, zn) over T(xn, zn) converge to a co-ray B to A over J3.
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If p is the origin of B then p lies over p and since xnzn = xnzn we
have a(Ά, p) = a{A, p) (see GG, p. 31).

LEMMA 11. Let A be a ray in a G-surface R. If the universal
covering surface R is straight and if A ultimately lies in a tube then
for any peR and any ray A in R over A there is no point pίeR
over p with a(A, pt) < a(A, p).

Proof. Assume otherwise. Let p, xn, xn and zn be as above and
let t n —* px where t n lies over xn. For sufficiently large n, tnzn <
xnzn which contradicts the assumption that T(xn, zn) lies over a segment.

We present now a sufficient condition for a co-ray to A in R to
lie over a co-ray to A in R.

THEOREM 12. Let R be a G-surface whose universal covering sur-
face is straight and let the ray A ultimately lie in a tube. For any
pe R and any ray A in R over A, if p e R lies over p and a{A, p) =
a(A, p) then the co-ray B from p to A lies over a co-ray B to A.

Proof. We show first that B lies over a ray B. If x e B then p
is a foot of x on the limit sphere K^Ά, p) (see GG, p. 135). Since
no points over p are interior to K^A, p), T(p, x) lies over a segment.
Since xeB is arbitary, B lies over a ray.

Let x Φ p be any point of B and let x on B lie over x. Choose
zn on A with qzn —> oo and let zn on A lie over zn. Since R is straight,
T(p, zn) converges to B. For sufficiently large n we can choose xn

in T(p, zn) such that pxn = px = px. Then xn —> x and, letting xn lie
over xnj xn —> x.

We then have the following:

(a) Limit (pzn — pzn) = 0 since znq = ^wg and limit (p2n — 5Λ?) —

a(A, v) = α(A, p) = limit (p«n - znq).

(b) Limit (p»n — pxn) — 0 since p ^ % —+px = px and pα?w —»- pα?.

(c) xnzn = p^ % - p£ % and α?Λ«Λ ^ p« n - pxn.

From (c) we have 0 ^ ^%^% — xnzn = (p^w — p ^ w - $n3n) ^ p ^ w —

pxn - pzn + pxw = (pzn - pzn) - (pxn - pxn).

This inequality in conjunction with (a) and (b) yields limit (xnzn —
%nZn) — 0. We then have a(A, x) = limit (xnzn — znq) — limit [(xnzn —

ZnΦ + (XnZ» - %nZn)\ = limit (xnzn - zjj) = α(-A, SC) = a (A, p) - px =

<x(-4, ̂ ) — pα?. The assertion then follows from a result of Busemann
(see GG, p. 136).

In his thesis (University of Southern California, 1970) the author
believed he had carried the above line of reasoning further and
obtained, under the hypothesis of (12), a negative answer to a still
unsolved problem of Busemann: can a maximal co-ray be a proper
sub-ray of another ray? Unfortunately this assertion with its implica-
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tion of transitive co-rays in a certain class of G-surfaees was reported
in Busemann [2, p 89 (13) and p. 90 (15)] before an error in the proof
was discovered by the author.

Let P be a geodesic polygon that bounds T the tube containing
A. We may assume without loss of generality that P contain q but
no other points of A. Given q in R over q, there is exactly one ray
A over A with origin q and exactly one geodesic polygon P over P
with initial point q. The end-point ψ of P also lies over q and is
the origin of exactly one ray A! over A. A, P and Άf bound a simply
connected region T over T on the interior of which the covering map
is one-to-one.

PROPOSITION 13. Let λ denote the length of P and hence of P.
If p lies in the interior of T with pA < pP — λ then the co-ray B
from p to A, the co-ray B' from p to A' or both lie over a co-ray to A.

Proof. Let zn be a sequence on A with qzn —> °o and let zn on
A lie over zn. Assume that ~z'l exterior to T also lies over zn and that
T(p, z") lies over a segment. T(p, z'ή) can intersect neither A nor Άf

and so must intersect P. Since T(zn, q) lies over the unique segment
T(z%, q), pzZ ^ z*:F + pP^ zZq - λ + pP>znq - λ + pP for all n. On
the other hand for sufficiently large n, pzn ^ pA + znq < pP — λ + znq.
Thus for sufficiently large n, T(p, zZ) does not lie over a segment.

Let z'n on A' lie over zn. For sufficiently large n either T(p, zn),
T{p, z'n) or both lie over a segment. It follows that a(A, p) — a(A,
p), a(A, p) = a(A\ p) or both. The proposition then follows from (12).

Observe that the conflicting inequalities arise because T(p, z")
intersects P. This means that if T(p, z'n) lies over a segment then,
for sufficiently large n, it does not intersect P. Thus if B' lies over
a co-ray to A, then B' does not intersect P. Likewise if B lies over
a co-ray to A then B lies in T.

DEFINITION 14. The distance from co-ray to ray is weakly bounded
if for a co-ray B from p to A there is a sequence xn on B with
χnp —* oo such that xnA is bounded.

In particular the distance from co-ray to ray is weakly bounded
in a straight space with convex capsules where, in fact, both xA and
yB are bounded for xeB and ye A. An example of Busemann (GG,
p. 137) shows that the latter do not necessarily follow from the
distance from co-ray to ray being weakly bounded.

PROPOSITION 15. Let R be a G-surface whose universal covering
surface R is straight and has the distance from co-ray to ray weakly
bounded. Let A, A, q, q, T and T be as in (13). Let B be a co-ray
to A in R such that a sub-ray of B lies in T. If B lies over a co-ray
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to A then there is a point x0 on B and a point z0 on A such that
the sub-ray of B from x0, the sub-ray of A from z0 and T(xΌ, z0) bound
a sub-region of T the co-ray from each point of which to A lies over
a co-ray to A.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the origin
p of B is exterior to T. There is a sequence xn in B with xnp —> oo
and a constant M > 0 such that xnA < M for all n. Let zn be a foot
of xn on A. Then znq—+ °° and qT{xn9 zn) —> oo.

Choose N such that for n ^ N if y e T(xn, zn) then M < yp — λ.
For each n^N, if y e T(xn, zn) then the co-ray H from y to A lies over
a co-ray to A. Otherwise the co-ray H' from y to A' lies over a co-ray
to A in which case H' would either co-incide with H or intersect
By which is impossible.

Consider the sub-region of T bounded by T(xN, zN), the sub-ray
of B from xN and the sub-ray of A from zN. Let y be any point in
the interior of this sub-region For sufficiently large n > N, y is in
the interior of the region bounded by T(xN, zN), T(xN, xn), T(zN, zn) and
T(xn, 2»). Any ray H from y that lies over a co-ray A must intersect
one of these segments and so must be a co-ray to A.

Slight modification of the preceding proof yields the following:

PROPOSITION 16. Under the assumptions of (15), if R has a transi-
tive asymptote relation and A and Af are co-rays to each other then
there are points z and 1! on A and A9 respectively such that the sub-
ray of A from z9 the sub-ray of Ar from zf and T(z, z') bound a
sub-region of T the co-ray from any point of which to A lies over a
co-ray to A.

We also obtain a result of Nasu [5].

COROLLARY 17. Under the assumptions of (16), if A and A' are
co-rays to each other then there is a sub-tube of T disjoint from C(A).
If A and A! are not co-rays to each other then no sub-tube of T is
disjoint from C(A).

Proof. The first assertion is a direct consequence of (8) and (16).
To prove the second assertion let x(t), 0 ̂  t ^ 1, be any curve in T
with £(0) in A and x(l) in A'. There is then a largest value of t, ί0,
such that for 0 ̂  t <, t0 the co-ray from x(t) to A lies over a co-ray
to A. Since A and A" are not co-rays to each other 0 < t0 < 1. Then
x(t0) is the origin of two rays lying over co-rays to A.

6. The structure of C(A) in a class G-surfaces* In this section
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we analyze C(A) in case R is a G-surface of finite connectivity with
a straight universal covering surface with a transitive asymptote
relation and the distance from co-ray to ray weakly bounded. We
have mentioned previously that this includes all G-surfaces of finite
connectivity whose universal covering surface has transitive asymp-
totes, and hence includes all G-surfaces of finite connectivity with non-
positive curvature.

The following consequence of (16) is basic to our analysis.

PROPOSITION 18. Let R be a G-surface of the above type. If A
is a ray in R then C(A) does not separate R.

Proof. Since R has finite connectivity, A lies ultimately in a
tube T. Assume that the proposition is false. C(A) then separates
R into at least two components. We consider two cases.

( i ) The tube T or a sub-tube is contained in one of the com-
ponents. Consider a point x in a different component. A co-ray B
from x to A has a sub-ray contained in T. Thus B intersects C(A)
which is impossible.

(ii) None of the components of R — C(A) contains a sub-tube of
T. Assume without loss of generality that the initial point q of A is
not in C(A). Then A lies in one of the components. Choose x & T
in a component that does not contain A. Then the co-ray B from x
to A has a sub-ray contained in T.

Let P be the simple closed geodesic polygon bounding T. We
may assume that q is the initial point of P. Choose q e R ever q and
let A and P, each with initial point q, lie over A and P. The end-
point q' of P lies over q. Let A' with initial point ψ lie over A.
Then A, P and A! bound a simply connected region T over T.

Let B with a sub-ray in T lie over J5. B is a co-ray to A' or
A, say A to be definite. It follows from (16) that there is a segment
T(x0, VQ) in T joining B to A no point of which lies over a co-ray to
A. Thus C(A) does not separate B and A which is a contradiction.

It was mentioned at the end of §4 that a G-surface of finite
connectivity can be regarded as a sub-space of a compact manifold
M of finite genus 7. As such it is obtained from M by the removal
of a finite number of points ah 1 ^ i ^ N, each of which corresponds
to a tube ϊ7* bounded by Piy a simple geodesic polygon in R.

DEFINITION 19. Given a ray A in R, a G-surface of finite con-
nectivity, denote by C*(A) the closure of C(A) relative to M. C(A)
is said to occupy a tube Tό if the point aά in M that determines Tό

is in C*(A). Similarly a component C*(A) of C*(A) occupies Tό if a5

is in Ci{A).
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We note that C*(A) is obtained from C(A) by adjoining those a3

that corresponds to tubes occupied by C{A).
A sufficiently small deleted neighborhood of a5 in C*(A) can be

thought of as a sub-tube of T3. The next theorem extends (10) to
include those a3 in C*(A). Ultimately this allows us to assert that
C*(A) is triangulable as a one dimensional simplicial complex, a fact
from which we derive the principal results of this section.

THEOREM 20. Let R be a G-surface of finite connectivity with a
straight universal covering surface R having a transitive asymptote
relation and the distance from co-ray to ray weakly bounded. Let
A be a ray in R and let T be a tube occupied by C(A). The geodesic
polygon P bounding T can be chosen so that C{A) Π T consists of a
finite number of disjoint unbounded arcs emanating from P.

Proof. We consider the case that T is not the tube that contains
A or a sub-ray thereof. Let yn be an unbounded sequence in T. Let
Bn be a co-ray from yn to A. Each Bn intersects P in a first point
xn. Since P is compact, the sequence xn is bounded and a sub-sequence
of Bn converges to an asymptote L+ to A. Let q be the first point
in which L+ intersects P and let H be the negative sub-ray of L+

with origin q. We note that H is contained in T and has only q in
common with P.

In R, the universe covering surface, choose a simply connected
region f over T, bounded by 3 and H' over H with initial points q
and q' respectively, and by P over P with q and q' as initial and final
points. We note that the covering map is one-to-one on the interior
of T.

Assume without loss of generality that P is a segment. Then
any ray that lies over a co-ray to A can intersect P at most once.
Furthermore any ray lying over a co-ray to A that intersects P must
originate from T. This, with (10), implies that P contains at most
a finite number of points that lie over co-points to A.

We show that P can be replaced by a geodesic polygon P' bounding
a sub-region V of T that lies over a sub-tube T of T and is such
that those points of T that lie over C(A) Π T' form a finite number
of unbounded disjoint arcs emanating from P\

Since P is compact it can be covered by a finite number of
neighborhoods of the type in (10). It follows that there are a finite
number of rays Aif 1 ^ i ^ m, over A, none a co-ray to any other,
to one of which any ray from a point of P that lies over a co-ray to
A must be a co-ray. Furthermore, if x e P does not lie over a co-point
to A, and if the co-ray from x to A3 lies over a co-ray to A then by
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(10) there is a sub-segment of P the co-ray from any point of which
to Aj lies over a co-ray to A.

Hence P can be partitioned into a finite number of non-overlapping
segments Il9 •••,!* whose end-points are either end-points of P or lie
over co-points to A. For each It there is an Aj{i) the co-ray to which
from any point of /< lies over a co-ray to A.

In Ii suppose two points x and y the asymptotes through which
to Aj(i) lie over asymptotes to A and are denoted by B{x) and B(y)
respectively, A ray lying over a co-ray to A in the strip bounded
by B(x) and B{y) cannot intersect either B(x) or B(y). Such a ray
must be a co-ray to AHi). Thus the asymptotes to AHi) through
points of Ii between x and y lie over asymptotes to A. This implies
that those points of Ii the asymptotes through which to AHi) lie over
asymptotes to A form a sub-segment of I;. We note that this sub-
segment might consist of a single point or be empty.

It follows that P contains a finite number of disjoint segments
Ko, , Kr whose points are the points of P that lie on straight lines
that lie over asymptotes to A. Let xi and yi+1, 0 ίg i ^ r, denote the
end-points of i ζ indexed so that q ~ xQ, q' ~ yr+1 and Ki+ί follows Kt

on P. Let Jiyl<.i<^r, denote the sub-segment of P joining ^ and
Xi. Then P = Ko U/i U Kt U U Jr U Kr.

We will alter P by altering the segments /*. Each point z in
Ji determines a unique point φ(z) in T that lies over a co-point to A.
By (4) φ is continuous. Consider in Ji a sequence zn—*Xi. For suffici-
ently large n the co-ray Bn from ^(iw) to Aj{i) lies over a co-ray to
A, and the sequence Bn converges to the asymptote to Aj(ί) through
Xi. Furthermore, since C(A) is closed in R, φ{z^Xi —> co.

Φ(zn) is the origin of at least one other ray B'n that lies over a
co-ray to A. Since Φ(zn)Xi—*°°, a sub-sequence of Bf

n converges to
an oriented straight line lying over an asymptote to A. The only
possibility for the latter is the asymptote to Ai(ί_υ through yt.

Thus if zt in Ji is chosen sufficiently close to α?« then φ(zt) is the
origin of exactly two rays that lie over co-rays to A: the co-ray Bi
to Ahi) and the co-ray B) to Ai(ί_υ. Let % denote the intersection
of BI with Ji. If Zi is sufficiently close to Xi then the image of T(zi9

%%) — {%i\ under φ coincides with that of T(yif z\) — {̂ } under φ, and
their common image is an unbounded arc emanating from φfa).

We replace J, with JI = T{yiy 2{) U Γ(2{, ^(^)) U Tfafo), 24) U Γ(^,
»i). When this is done for each i, 1 <£ i <* r, we have the desired
geodesic polygon j?\

The case in which T contains A or a sub-ray thereof is treated
in a similar manner (although it involves a few more details).

Let Ti — Mi — {αj where Mi is homeomorphic to a closed disk
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and contains α̂  in its interior. If Ti is occupied by C(A) it is clear
from (20) that Pi may be chosen so that Mi is homeomorphic to a
closed disk in such a way that α, corresponds to the center and C*(A) Π
M to a finite number of radii. On the other hand, if T{ is not
occupied by C(A) then, by (17), Pi may be chosen so that T< is disjoint
from C(A). If Int Ti denotes the interior of T< then R- U Int T4

is compact and C(A) Π (R — U Int T4) can be covered by a finite number
of neighborhoods of the type in (10). The following then holds.

COROLLARY 21. Let A be a ray in R. C*(A) is triangulable as
a one dimensional simplicial complex.

DEFINITION 22. Given a ray A in R and p a co-point to A denote
by m(p) the number of co-rays from p to A minus two. If m(p) >
0 then p is called a multiple co-point to A.

It is clear that in any triangulation of C*(A) the multiple co-points
will be vertices. In particular (20) implies that C(A) contains only a
finite number of such points. We now state the principal result of
this section.

THEOREM 23. Let R be an orientable (non-orientable) G-surface
of finite connectivity with a straight universal covering surface R
having a transitive asymptote relation and the distance from co-ray
to ray weakly bounded. If A is a ray in R, let π(A) denote the number
of components of C(A), μ(A) the number of multiple co-points to A, N
the number of tubes in R and 7 the genus of M, the compact surface
of which R is a subspace. It then follows that μ{A) ^ N — 2 + 27 (f*(A) ̂
N — 2 + 7), π(A) £ N — 1 + 2y (π(A) ^ N - 1 + 7) and no co-point to
A is the origin of more than N + 2y (N + 7) co-rays to A.

Proof. We assume that C(A) Φ 0 . Let β0 and β1 be the first
two Betti numbers of C*(A). The Euler-Poincare characteristic of
C*(A) is χ(C*(A)) = & - ft.

ft = σ(A), the number of components of C*(A). C*(A) can be
regarded as a subcomplex of M which is likewise triangulable. Since
C(A) does not separate R, C*(A) does not separate M and no one cycle
in C*(A) bounds in M. Thus ft ^ 27. In the non-orientable case a
bounding one cycle in C*(A) would correspond to a torsion element
in HX{M) and the inequality is β1 ^ 7.

Consider a component Cf{A) of C*(A). Let TΓ̂  be the number of
components of C(A) included in C*(A), let Δi be the number of tubes
occupied by Cf(A) and let p(i, j)9 1 <̂  j <; δiy be the multiple co-points
in Ct(A). The Euler-Poincare characteristic of C*(A) is χ{Cf(A)) =
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Summing over i = 1,. , σ(A) we obtain χ(C*(A)) = Σui^i~ (π(A) +
Σ Σ i w(2>(i, i))) - /3o - A ^ <τ(A) - 27.

Then 27 + iSΓ ̂  2τ + Σ 4 ^ σ(A) + π(A) + Σ* Σ ; m(P(% i)) This
yields two inequalities: 2γ + iV ^ σ(A) + ττ(̂ l) + μ(A) and 27 + iV ^
<7(A) + τr(A) + μ(A) - 1 + max m(p(i, j)).

Finally we obtain 27 + N ^ 1 + π(A), 2y + N ^ 2 + μ(A) and
27 + N ^ 2 + max m(p(i, j)) which yield the desired results. In the
non-orientable case 27 is replaced by 7 in the preceding inequalities.
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